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Background
Survey-based research has demonstrated that sexual minority individuals experience unique outcomes in areas such as physical and mental
health (Boehmer et al. 2007; Hatzenbuehler 2014, 2017), crime (Herek
2009), public education (Kosciw et al. 2015), same-sex romantic relationships and family (Powell and Downey 1997; Umberson et al. 2015),
and economics (Black et al. 2007). Having a reliable and valid measure of sexual identity (i.e., the way in which an individual self-describes their sexual orientation) (Gagnon and Simon 1973) is essential
for conducting research on sexual minorities. Indeed, many national
surveys such as the General Social Survey, the National Health Interview Survey, and the National Survey of Family Growth ask survey respondents about their sexual identity.
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The percentage of US adults identifying as a sexual minority has
increased from 3.5% (8.3 million) in December 2012 to 4.1% (10.05
million) in December 2016 (Gates 2017). As the prevalence of sexual
minorities is still low, inaccurate answers or item nonresponse to sexual identity questions (SIQs) may result in large distortions of estimates of sexual minorities. In a meta-analysis, Ridolfo et al. (2012)
demonstrate that item nonresponse rates for SIQs range from 1.6% to
4.3%, with an average of approximately 2%. For context, this places
item nonresponse for SIQs higher than education questions (1.1%),
but below income questions (11.2%) (Conron et al. 2008). The threat
of item nonresponse due to concerns over question sensitivity has led
many researchers to advocate against the use of interviewers to administer SIQs (SMART 2009; Ridolfo et al. 2012). Instead, they recommend that survey researchers ask SIQs using only self-administered modes of data collection (i.e., using mail surveys, web surveys,
or Computer-Assisted Self-Interview [CASI] devices for face-to-face
surveys) (SMART 2009; Ridolfo et al. 2012).
Yet asking SIQs exclusively in a self-administered context may not
be a feasible approach. First, self-administered modes are not without
drawbacks of their own: mail surveys are time consuming, face-to-face
surveys using CASI are time consuming and expensive, and web surveys do not have a sampling frame with adequate coverage of the US
population (Dillman et al. 2014). In contrast, researchers using telephone surveys can collect nationally representative data quickly. Second, while SIQs provide important demographic information, they are
often not the primary focus of a survey. Many private survey companies (e.g., Pew, Gallup, Abt Associates) and government surveys (e.g.,
the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System) rely on telephone surveys to achieve a variety of cost, quality, and timeliness objectives;
these organizations are not likely to switch modes to improve data
quality for a single demographic question like sexual identity. Thus,
understanding the implications of administering SIQs in all modes,
including telephone, is of continued interest.
Previous research on SIQs in telephone surveys has been limited to
examinations of data quality indicators such as “Don’t Know” or refusal
answers (e.g., VanKim et al. 2010; Ridolfo et al. 2012; Fredriksen-Goldsen and Kim 2015). These studies do not consider interactional problems between the interviewer and the respondent that may occur prior
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consider yourself to be heterosexual or straight,
lesbian, or bisexual?
HETEROSEXUAL OR STRAIGHT
GAY OR LESBIAN
BISEXUAL
OTHER (SPECIFY)
DK
REF
Fig. 1 Sexual Identity Question

to negotiating an answer. Yet investigating when and why the interaction between interviewers and respondents deviates from a paradigmatic “question asked/question answered” sequence can provide researchers with an in-depth understanding of problems with questions
in interviewer-administered surveys (Schaeffer and Maynard 1996).
In this study, we explore interactional difficulties that result from
telephone administration of an SIQ to gain insight into the problems
associated with this question. Specifically, we focus on two potential
sources of strain: (1) the sensitivity of the question and (2) the construction of the question. For example, the stigma associated with having a sexual minority status may lead some respondents to provide
intentionally inaccurate answers or refuse to answer the question entirely (Sylva et al. 2010; Stange 2014). Issues with the question’s construction may similarly lead some respondents to unintentionally misclassify their sexual identity (e.g., if they are unfamiliar was words
like “heterosexual”) (Miller and Ryan 2011; Ridolfo et al. 2011). Additionally, telephone surveys are a cognitively taxing aural medium (de
Leeuw 2005; Dillman et al. 2014) in which respondents may experience problems with complex questions, requiring extra help to complete these items.
The construction of the SIQ we use in this study (Fig. 1) was recommended by the Sexual Minority Assessment Research Team (SMART
2009). This SIQ contains wording that is similar to many SIQs used
in federal surveys.1 Using this SIQ, we examine the following research
questions:
1 For an overview of these measures, see the Federal Interagency Working Group on Improving Measurement of SOGI 2016 report.
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RQ1: Do respondents express concerns with the sensitivity of the sexual identity question? In what ways do they express sensitivity
concerns?
RQ2: Do respondents express concerns with the construction of the
sexual identity question? In what ways do they express question construction concerns?
RQ3: How do interviewers react to concerns over sensitivity and
question construction?
RQ4: What respondent and interviewer characteristics are associated
with problems with the sensitivity and construction of the sexual identity question?
Below, we consider how the sensitivity and the construction of the
SIQ may differentially affect three classes of actors involved in administering an SIQ: (1) lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) respondents,2 (2)
heterosexual respondents, and (3) interviewers.
Question Sensitivity
LGB respondents. LGB respondents may experience stigma when being asked about their sexual identity. Stigma is a sense of shame associated with an identity, condition, or status that is viewed as undesirable by society (Goffman 1963). More specifically, LGB respondents
may fear experiencing sexual stigma if they associate themselves with
a non-heterosexual identity (Herek 2009, 2011). As the social presence
of another individual can activate concerns over stigma, intervieweradministered telephone surveys may trigger an LGB respondent’s fear
of being stigmatized (Goffman 1963; de Leeuw 2005).
Nearly a quarter of US adults believe that homosexuality should be
discouraged (Pew Research Center 2017), making it reasonable for sexual minority respondents to expect some degree of disapproval if they
disclose their identity to an interviewer. Fear of sexual stigmatization
2 We recognize that not all sexual minorities have a lesbian, gay, or bisexual identity. However, for the sake of brevity, we use the phrase “LGB respondents” to refer to all respondents with a minority sexual identity. We also do not examine transgender respondents or
responses to questions about gender identity.
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may be signaled when LGB respondents express reluctance before selecting “gay or lesbian” or “bisexual” as their sexual identity. Reluctance may take the form of explicit comments about discomfort with
or the intrusiveness of the SIQ (e.g., “That’s a personal question.”), or
paralinguistic expressions of discomfort such as stuttering, disfluencies, or laughing (e.g., Lavin and Maynard 2001, 2002).
Instead of answering the SIQ honestly, LGB respondents may instead choose to conceal3 their identity, potentially to avoid discrimination that may result from disclosing a stigmatized sexual identity
(Goffman 1959, 1963; Sylva et al. 2010; Stange 2014). This may take
the form of intentional misclassification, where LGB respondents select “heterosexual or straight” (the non-stigmatized identity) as their
answer to the SIQ. Alternatively, LGB respondents may conceal their
LGB identity by refusing to answer the SIQ altogether.
Finally, LGB respondents may be unaffected by the sensitivity of the
SIQ. Assuming that they do not have issues with the construction of
the SIQ, these respondents would answer the question paradigmatically using the “gay or lesbian” or “bisexual” response options.
Heterosexual respondents. Unlike LGB respondents, heterosexual
respondents are not likely to consider their sexual identity stigmatized, as it reflects the majority (Goffman 1963; Herek 2009, 2011).
However, these respondents may still consider the SIQ to be intrusive
as it asks about sexual or romantic attraction to others, a topic that
many consider private (Tourangeau et al. 2000). Similar to LGB respondents, heterosexual respondents may signal their discomfort with
the question’s sensitivity through explicit comments about the private
nature of the question or with paralinguistic cues. These respondents
may ultimately answer the question truthfully, or they may conceal
their sexual identity by refusing to answer the question due to its sensitive nature (Tourangeau and Yan 2007).
Heterosexual respondents who are uncomfortable with the concept
of homosexuality or bisexuality may express backlash when faced with
an LGB-inclusive context (Hooten et al. 2009; Stange 2014; Stange et
al. 2018). This backlash may take the form of explicit anti-LGB comments when asked to indicate their sexual orientation. For example,
3 We note that identity concealment cannot be observed in an observational dataset such
as ours. We mention this here to describe what may happen when an SIQ is administered.
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religious beliefs play an important role in the formation of individuals’ opinions about homosexuality (Olson et al. 2006; Adamczyk and
Pitt 2009), with major religious texts providing the basis for societal
disapproval of homosexuality (Yip 2005). Thus, backlash may be expressed as religious-based disapproval of homosexuality (e.g., “The
bible says that’s wrong.”).
Respondents may also express backlash to the SIQ if they fear being
associated with the stigmatized LGB identity. This experience, known
as homohysteria (Anderson 2009), may cause heterosexual respondents to dis-identify from being LGB rather than selecting the appropriate “heterosexual or straight” response option. These respondents
may instead dis-identify from an LGB identity by providing answers
such as “I’m not gay,” “I’m normal,” or “I’m 100% straight.”
Some respondents who express backlash, despite their disapproval,
may ultimately provide an accurate and acceptable answer. Other
backlash respondents may refuse to answer the question in protest.
Finally, it is also possible that in light of increasing rates of acceptance of homosexuality (Pew Research Center 2017), heterosexual respondents will have no issue with the sensitivity of the SIQ. These unaffected respondents will provide honest, acceptable answers to the
question with no additional commentary.
Interviewers. An essential part of an interviewer’s job is to ensure
that respondents provide acceptable answers to each question in a survey, and continue to participate (Fowler and Mangione 1990; Schaeffer
et al. 2010). Interviewers who demonstrate responsiveness to respondents’ concerns during the survey interview cultivate a sense of rapport that can motivate respondents to provide accurate and thoughtful answers (Cannell et al. 1981; Dijkstra 1987; Garbarski et al. 2016).
However, sensitive questions like the SIQ may represent a threat to
rapport with the potential to derail respondents’ continued and optimal participation in a survey.
To contend with the intrusive nature of sensitive questions, interviewers may engage in a variety of rapport-building behaviors
to foster continued interaction with their respondents (Japec 2008;
Garbarski et al. 2016). First, interviewers may attempt to minimize
disruption to rapport by distancing themselves from the researcher.
This can manifest through explicit comments such as “they make me
ask these questions” (Houtkoop-Steenstra 2000) or when interviewers
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apologize to respondents for the topic (e.g., “I’m so sorry about this
question”) (Garbarski et al. 2016). Second, interviewers may seek to
minimize the time spent on the SIQ. In such cases, interviewers may
tell respondents they do not have to answer the question (e.g., offering the Don’t know/Refusal response options) (Japec 2008). Similarly, interviewers may choose not to probe unacceptable answers to
the SIQ (e.g., “I’m not gay”) in an effort to move on to the next question as quickly as possible. These interviewers may incorrectly (but
intentionally) code unacceptable answers as actual answers to avoid
negotiating an acceptable response (Ridolfo et al. 2012). Finally, interviewers may skip asking the SIQ entirely to avoid an uncomfortable interaction, and falsify the respondent’s answer to the question.
Interviewer behaviors change as they gain more experience with
a particular survey (van der Zouwen et al. 1991; Olson and Peytchev
2007; Olson and Bilgen 2011). When administering the SIQ, interviewers may find that certain rapport-building strategies are more useful
than others, making within-survey experience of interest. It is also
possible that interviewers with more years on the job have more experience administering SIQs. Thus, these interviewers may have already cultivated strategies for coping with the sensitive and complex
nature of the SIQ.
We also note that interviewers themselves are a component of the
survey context. Thus, different characteristics of the interviewer may
be perceived as more or less accepting of an LGB sexual identity. Accordingly, these characteristics may make LGB respondents more or
less likely to accurately disclose their identity, or may increase or decrease the amount of backlash expressed by heterosexual respondents.
For example, women are generally more supportive of homosexuality
than men (Herek 2002). Thus, LGB respondents may be more likely
to disclose their identity to female interviewers, while backlash respondents may feel more comfortable expressing their anti-LGB opinions to male interviewers. In addition, although we cannot assess it
with the data from our study, because men are more likely to report
anti-LGB attitudes to interviewers they perceive as being heterosexual (Kemph and Kasser 1996) backlash may be more common from
male respondents when they believe their interviewer is heterosexual. Conversely, LGB respondents may be more comfortable discussing
issues related to their sexual minority status with LGB interviewers
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(Rotheram-Borus et al. 1994) and may therefore be more apt to report
being a sexual minority to interviewers they perceive as being LGB.
Construction of the SIQ
LGB respondents. The construct of sexual identity is more complex
than straight, gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Many individuals possess
sexual identities that do not easily conform to categorization, identities that may be fluid depending on time and place (Gamson 1995;
Diamond 2008). For example, Ridolfo et al. (2012) describe a transitioning transgender respondent who preferred the sexual identity of
“queer” to describe their simultaneous status as a homosexual man
and a heterosexual woman. Respondents with these minority sexual
identities may find that the response options to the SIQ are inapplicable to them (Ridolfo et al. 2012).
Respondents who do not self-identify as possessing any of the sexual identities expressed by the SIQ’s response options may instead
choose to endorse “Other” (Ridolfo et al. 2012; Eliason et al. 2016).
However, in telephone surveys, this response option is not always offered as a part of the question stem; these respondents must reveal
that their sexual identity does not conform to any of the response options provided, and the interviewer would then offer the “Other” response option. Thus, some respondents may intentionally misclassify
their sexual identity or skip the question to avoid further interaction.
Heterosexual respondents. Fears of stigmatization stemming from
having a minority status means that sexual identity is often salient
for LGB individuals. However, individuals who occupy majority positions across social identities (e.g., gender, race, sexuality, class) rarely
consider their identities due to their assumed normality (e.g., Perry
2001). Thus, heterosexual respondents without a salient sexual identity may find the SIQ’s response options to be unfamiliar (Miller and
Ryan 2011; Ridolfo et al. 2012).
Confusion over definitions in the question may prevent some respondents from providing an accurate answer, thereby compromising data integrity (Fowler 1995; Tourangeau et al. 2000). For example, cognitive interviews of SIQs have demonstrated that the words
“gay,” “lesbian,” and “straight” are well understood by English-speaking respondents, but the word “heterosexual” is not (Miller and Ryan
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2011). This may lead some respondents to express confusion with
the SIQ’s response options (Ridolfo et al. 2012). These respondents
may unintentionally misclassify themselves as having a sexual identity of “Other,” or skip the SIQ altogether (Ridolfo et al. 2012). Miller
and Ryan (2011) also find that some heterosexual respondents may
misunderstand the “bisexual” response option, believing that it expresses “one man and one woman.” In the same study, some respondents conflated their sexual and gender identities (e.g., answering “I’m
female”). Respondents who are older and less educated may be most
likely to be unfamiliar with these terms (Ridolfo et al. 2012).
Respondents for whom sexual identity is not salient may, instead of
endorsing an unfamiliar response option, answer the SIQ by dis-identifying from an LGB identity (Miller and Ryan 2011). In these cases,
heterosexual respondents may indicate that they are “normal” or “not
gay.” Thus, dis-identification may not exclusively indicate distancing
oneself from LGB due to homohysteria (as discussed above). Instead,
disidentification may also characterize respondents who wish to indicate that they do not have a minority sexual identity, but also do not
understand the response options.
Words commonly used in SIQs may not have an equivalent meaning
across different languages and cultures. For example, Spanish-speaking respondents in cognitive interviews have reported difficulty understanding translations of the words “gay,” “lesbian,” “bisexual,” “homosexual,” and “heterosexual” (Ridolfo and Schoua-Glusberg 2009;
Miller and Ryan 2011; Michaels et al. 2017). Additionally, the vocabulary that members of the LGB community use to identify their sexual
minority status differs across cultures (Kulick 2000). For instance, the
word “gay” in Japanese conflates same-sex attraction and gender identity, referring to men who dress in women’s clothing and are attracted
to other men (Valentine 1997; McLelland 2000). Misunderstandings
due to cultural/linguistic differences may lead respondents to unintentionally misclassify their sexual identity, or skip the SIQ (Miller
and Ryan 2011; Ridolfo et al. 2012; Michaels et al. 2017). Although the
present study uses only interviews conducted in English, this body of
literature highlights the importance of pretesting translations of SIQs
before administering them across cultures and languages.
Aural administration of the SIQ. Questions with complex syntax (e.g., questions with multiple clauses) can impair respondents’
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understanding of a question (Tourangeau et al. 2000). The SIQ in this
study contains three main response options (clauses): (1) heterosexual or straight, (2) gay or lesbian, or (3) bisexual. Two of these clauses
are further subdivided by the conjunction “or” (i.e., “heterosexual or
straight” and “gay or lesbian”). This complex syntax may result in confusion that negatively impacts the accuracy of data collected using the
SIQ (Ridolfo et al. 2011). Additionally, issues of question construction
can disproportionately affect respondents with lower working memory capacity, such as those with lower educational attainment (Ceci
1991) and older adults (Salthouse 1991). Thus, the SIQ may be particularly taxing to respondents in these subgroups.
Asking questions in the aural channel of telephone surveys can
magnify issues of complex syntax (de Leeuw 2005; Dillman et al.
2014). For example, respondents in a telephone survey may hear the
clause “heterosexual or straight” and assume that heterosexual and
straight are different response options as they are separated by the
conjunction “or” (Ridolfo et al. 2011). Respondents may then think
they are subsequently being asked if they are gay “or” lesbian, which
can add additional confusion. This may lead some respondents to answer the SIQ before the full stem has been read by the interviewer
(Dillman et al. 2014). For example, upon hearing “Do you consider
yourself heterosexual or straight,” respondents may prematurely answer with either “heterosexual” or “straight”, or “yes” or “no”.
Interviewers. Interviewers are often required to read questions exactly as worded in order to reduce variable interviewer effects on data
(Fowler and Mangione 1990). However, interviewers sometimes make
changes to questions that they feel are difficult for respondents to understand (Japec 2008; Dykema et al. 2020). Thus, changes when reading the SIQ to respondents may indicate an interviewer’s attempt to
repair the complexity of the question. These changes can be minor
(i.e., changes that do not affect question meaning), or they can be major (i.e., changes that do affect question meaning). As an example, interviewers may add numbers to response options in the question stem
to delimit them for respondents (e.g., “Do you consider yourself to be
one heterosexual or straight, two gay or lesbian, or three bisexual?”)
(Haan et al. 2013). Changes in question reading may be more prevalent for experienced interviewers who are less likely to read questions
exactly as worded (Fowler and Mangione 1990).
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Measuring Problems with Sensitivity and Question Construction
of the SIQ
Previous research has investigated construction issues with the SIQ
in both lab and field studies. Miller and Ryan (2011) and Ridolfo et al.
(2009, 2011, 2012) use cognitive interviewing, a qualitative lab-based
technique (Willis 2005), to explore how lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and heterosexual respondents interpret SIQs. To ensure representation, these studies oversampled minority sexual respondents.
Although these studies provide rich detail on how respondents interpret the question, cognitive interviews do not replicate the questing asking and answering experience that occurs in a field study.
Additionally, sexual minority respondents were generally recruited
from LGBT community centers, likely communicating an LGB-inclusive context to respondents. This also means that LGB respondents who may be more concerned with sexual stigma were likely
excluded from these studies. Similarly, these studies used purposive
recruitment and were sponsored by the federal government. Thus,
these studies may have attracted heterosexual respondents who were
more accepting of LGB identities or were generally unlikely to express backlash over the SIQs.
Ridolfo et al. (2012) and Fredriksen-Goldsen and Kim (2015) explore respondent reactions to SIQs in field studies by examining patterns of response (i.e., item nonresponse, and selecting “Other” response options). These results come from a naturalistic interviewer/
respondent interaction, overcoming a criticism of cognitive interviews.
In their analysis, the authors focus mainly on issues of question construction that lead to these patterns of response. As respondents are
likely to skip questions that are confusing, researchers often use rates
of item nonresponse to proxy for respondent difficulty with question
construction (Krosnick 1991). However, respondents may also skip a
question they find sensitive (Tourangeau and Yan 2007). Thus, investigating patterns of response alone does not enable researchers to disentangle issues of question construction and sensitivity.
In this study, we attempt to remedy the lack of representativeness
in cognitive interviews and lack of in-depth understanding from the
item nonresponse analyses by using behavior coding to explore the
interaction between respondents and interviewers during telephone
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administration of the SIQ in a random sample national survey (Schaeffer and Maynard 1996). We identify when the interaction between interviewers and respondents deviates from a paradigmatic sequence,
and classify the problem that caused the deviation (i.e., question sensitivity, construction, or both).

Data and Methods
Sample
The data for this study come from the Work and Leisure Today 2
(WLT2) survey, a dual-frame random-digit dial telephone survey of
U.S. adults conducted by Abt SRBI during August and September of
2015. The survey consisted of 58 questions asking about respondents’
use of leisure time, use of technology, and demographics. The survey
had 902 respondents (AAPOR RR3 = 7.8%), but three cases were eliminated from analysis due to call quality issues. Further, in four cases,
interviewers did not administer the SIQ to respondents. This leaves n
= 895 cases for analysis.
After transcribing each interview, we extract all conversational
turns4 related to the SIQ. Our unit of analysis is the full administration of this item (i.e., all conversational turns related to the asking
and answering of this item). Notably, the SIQ was administered directly after respondents were asked about their marital/partner status. If they were married or partnered, respondents were also asked
if that was to someone of the same sex or the opposite sex.
Behavior Codes
The majority of our measures for this study come from behavior coding the interaction between interviewers and respondents during administration of the SIQ. The behavior coding method is used to objectively and reliably identify when interviewers and respondents deviate
from a paradigmatic “question asked/question answered” sequence
4 We define conversational turns as a period of uninterrupted speech by a single actor, with
turns ending when an actor finished speaking or was interrupted by another actor. Instances of overlapping speech were counted as their own turns.
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(Fowler and Cannell 1996; Schaeffer and Maynard 1996). This allows
us to identify when an interaction problem occurred during administration of the SIQ and classify the problem as an indicator of difficulty with question sensitivity, construction, or both. With the exception of interviewer question asking behaviors, codes in our dataset
are not mutually exclusive. Thus, each behavior code is assigned independently of all other codes.
Our first set of behavior codes proxy for respondent issues with the
sensitivity of the SIQ (Table 1). For each case, we code whether or not
(no = 0; yes = 1) the respondent ever refuses to answer the SIQ during the interaction, regardless of whether this was the final answer
in the data set. As a measure of intrusiveness, we code whether or
not the respondent ever makes an explicit comment that the SIQ asks
about a sensitive/personal topic or is generally off-topic (e.g., that the
question deviated from the survey topic of leisure activities). Backlash
is represented by two codes: whether or not the respondent makes a
comment about their religious beliefs in connection to homosexuality, or expresses discomfort or anger over homosexuality. We also create a summary variable of whether a respondent ever expresses any
of these four indicators of sensitivity (=1) or not (=0).
Next, we code interviewer rapport-building behaviors that indicate reactions to the sensitive nature of the SIQ for each case. We code
whether or not the interviewer ever (1) blames the researcher for having to administer the SIQ, (2) apologizes for having to ask the SIQ, (3)
offers the Don’t Know/Refusal (DK/REF) response options, or (4) neglects to probe an unacceptable answer (i.e., does not probe when they
should have). Again we create a summary variable of whether an interviewer ever engages in any of these four sensitivity behaviors or not.
Our third set of codes proxy for respondent confusion with the SIQ’s
construction. First, we code whether or not (no = 0; yes = 1) respondents ever commented that they answered this question in a previous question (e.g., because the previous question asks about the gender of the respondent’s marital partner). Next, we create variables
for four respondent behaviors that indicate difficulty with the definitions of words in the question. We code whether or not respondents
expressed confusion about (1) the difference between the words “heterosexual” and “straight”, (2) the difference between sexual identity
and sexual behavior (e.g., if a respondent indicates they are asexual
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Table 1 Proportions, Kappas, and Percent Agreement for Each Behavioral Indicator
Code
Respondent behaviors
Refused to answer

Mean

(SE)

Kappa

% Agreement

1.8%

(0.4%)

1.00

100.0%

Indicators of question sensitivity

Intrusiveness
Comments about question being sensitive/off topic
Backlash
Comments about religion
Comments about discomfort with homosexuality
Any respondent indicator of question sensitivity

3.4%

(0.5%)

1.00

100.0%

0.7%
1.2%
5.1%

(0.2%)
(0.4%)
(0.6%)

–
–

–
–

Interviewer behaviors
Rapport-building
Blames the researcher for the question topic
Apologizes for the question topic
Offers the DK/REF response options
Should have probed, but did not
Any interviewer indicator of question sensitivity

0.7%
0.3%
0.4%
4.5%
5.3%

(0.3%)
(0.2%)
(0.2%)
(0.8%)
(0.8%)

–
–
1.00
1.00

–
–
100.0%
100.0%

Indicators of question construction problems
Respondent behaviors
Comments answer was given in a previous question
Definition confusion
Heterosexual vs. straight
Sexual identity vs. sexual behavior
Sexual identity vs. gender
Confusion with any other word in the question

0.2%

(0.2%)

–

–

2.1%
0.6%
0.8%
1.2%

(0.6%)
(0.4%)
(0.3%)
(0.3%)

1.00
1.00
–
–

100.0%
100.0%
–
–

Response option confusion
Positive answer (e.g., “yes”)
Negation (e.g., “no”)
Any respondent indicator of construction problems

1.9%
4.2%
9.8%

(0.5%)
(0.7%)
(1.0%)

–
0.66

–
98.8%

Interviewer behaviors
Question asking
Asked exactly as worded
88.9%
Asked with a minor change
7.2%
Asked with a major change
3.9%
Read numbers with response options
4.8%
Any interviewer indicator of construction problems 11.8%

(3.1%)
(1.5%)
(1.9%)
(3.4%)
(3.7%)

0.64a

82.7%

1.00

100.0%

–

–

Behaviors indicating question sensitivity or construction problems
Comments with uncertainty of answer
2.9%
(0.5%)
Dis-identification
Answers what is not (e.g., “I’m not gay”)
Comments about degree of own sexuality
Comments about heterosexual as normative

0.9%
4.2%
1.5%

(0.3%)
(0.5%)
(0.4%)

1.00
0.75
1.00

100.0%
96.8%
100.0%

5.0%
15.2%
12.5%

(0.7%)
(1.3%)
(1.8%)

0.86
0.97
0.94

97.9%
98.9%
98.9%

Interviewer paralinguistic expressions
Stuttering
3.5%
Disfluencies
12.7%
Laughter
9.1%
Any construction or sensitivity indicator by any actor 31.6%

(0.7%)
(2.8%)
(2.2%)
(3.1%)

0.86
1.00
1.00

97.9%
100.0%
100.0%

Respondent paralinguistic expressions
Stuttering
Disfluencies
Laughter

a. One kappa value was created to assess the question asking codes as they are dependent upon one
another
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because they are too old to engage in sexual behavior), (3) the difference between sexual identity and gender (e.g., answering with one’s
gender), or (4) the definition of any other words in the question. Our
final two codes for construction problems indicate whether or not the
respondent confused the SIQ’s response options for yes/no rather than
multiple choice. We code for whether or not respondents give a positive answer (e.g., “yes”) or a negation (e.g., “no” or “nope”) as a final response. We conclude by creating a summary measure indicating
whether or not any of the seven indicators of respondent construction
confusion were present during the SIQ’s administration.
We also code three variables indicating interviewer reactions to
the confusing construction of the SIQ. If an interviewer’s reading of
the SIQ deviated from the questionnaire’s wording, we coded whether
or not that was a minor change (i.e., a change not affecting question
meaning) or a major change (i.e., a change affecting question meaning). We also code whether or not interviewers added numbers to
each response option when reading the question stem (e.g., “one heterosexual or straight, two gay or lesbian, or three bisexual.”). Again
we create an overall indicator of any interviewer problems with question construction.
Our final collection of behavior codes represents variables that
could indicate problems with the sensitivity or the construction of
the question. First, we code whether or not respondents made comments about the uncertainty of their answer. Next, we code for the absence or presence of three respondent indicators of dis-identification
from an LGB identity: (1) answering the question in terms of what
is not their sexual orientation (e.g., “I’m not gay”), (2) commenting
that the degree of their sexuality is fully heterosexual (e.g., “I’m 100%
straight”), or (3) referring to heterosexual or straight as being “normal”. We also create variables for the three paralinguistic expressions
for both respondents and interviewers. We code whether or not each
actor ever stuttered, made a filler disfluency (e.g., “uh” or “um”), or
laughed during administration of the SIQ. We conclude by creating an
overall indicator of any problem with the SIQ’s sensitivity or construction made by either the respondent or the interviewer. This indicator
includes respondent uncertainty and dis-identification, but excludes
paralinguistic expressions (as they may indicate behaviors other than
problems with the SIQ’s sensitivity/construction).
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Inter-Coder Reliability
Two individuals with extensive experience coding interviewer-respondent interactions (the first author and a research assistant) coded the
same 10% random subset of the full sample (n = 94 cases) on each
variable. Kappa values and percent agreement for each variable were
calculated in Stata version 14.2 using the kap command (third and
fourth column of Table 1). Behaviors that have “–” instead of a kappa
value did not occur in the 10% subsample, making it impossible for
Stata to calculate kappa values. All variables had kappa values greater
than .60. We note that three variables had kappa values <.8, but in
these cases, this does not indicate low agreement. For example, the
code indicating whether or not a respondent answered with a negation
had a kappa of .66 (bordering moderate agreement) but had a percent
agreement of 98.8%; the coders only disagreed on negation codes for
2 of 94 cases. Therefore, we also report percent agreement, an alternative to kappa for rare events, for each variable (Viera and Garrett
2005). Percent agreement exceeds 80% for each variable.
Respondent and Interviewer Characteristics
Our final set of variables are used to explore the association between respondent and interviewer characteristics (Table 2). Respondent measures come from the survey dataset itself. For our respondent characteristics, we code the respondent’s: (1) age overall (M
= 54.1) and by the categories 18–35 (18.7%), 36–55 (52.5%), and
66+ (28.8%); (2) level of education as high school graduate or less
(31.2%), some college (26.2%), college graduate or higher (42.6%);
and (3) gender as male (47.5%) or female (52.5%). Missing values
to these variables were imputed to the mean/mode (percent missing <4%). We also code each respondent’s sexual identity using their
answer to the SIQ from the interview transcript (i.e., we do not use
the answers recorded by interviewers). The majority of our sample
was heterosexual or straight (90.6%), with 0.6% identifying as gay
or lesbian, 2.4% identifying as bisexual, 0.1% identifying as “Other,”
1.8% providing DK or REF answers, and 4.5% of respondents providing uncodable answers (i.e., answers that did not fit one of the response options).
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Table 2 Respondent and Interviewer Characteristics
Respondent Characteristics
Number of respondents
Age
18–35
36–65
66+
Mean (in years)
Education
High school graduate or less
Some college
College graduate or more
Sex
Male
Female
Sexual identity (coded from transcripts)
Heterosexual or straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Other
Don’t know/refused
Uncodable answer

895
18.7%
52.5%
28.8%
54.1
31.2%
26.2%
42.6%
47.5%
52.5%
90.6%
0.6%
2.4%
0.1%
1.8%
4.5%

Interviewer characteristics
Number of interviewers
Interviewer tenure
One year or less
More than one year
Sex
Male
Female
Average # of R per Interviewer

27
70.4%
29.6%
59.3%
40.7%
34

Interviewer characteristics were obtained from the survey organization’s administrative records. We code each of our n = 27 interviewers’ tenure on the job as 1 year or less (70.4%) or more than 1 year
(29.6%), and code each interviewer’s gender as male (59.3%) or female (40.7%). Finally, we code interviewers’ within-survey experience
at the respondent level: each interview was coded as occurring within
the first half of each interviewer’s WLT2 cases, or the second half.
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Analysis Methods
In telephone surveys, respondents are nested within interviewers (Hox
1994; Olson and Peytchev 2007; Olson and Bilgen 2011). Thus, the
analyses in this study use the complex survey design procedures (svy
procedures) in Stata 14.2 to account for the clustering of respondents
within interviewers.
We start by computing proportions for each of our behavior coded
variables of interest to explore the frequency with which each behavior occurs. Then, we compare our overall rates of problems with
question sensitivity to overall rates of problems with question construction separately for respondents and interviewers using dependent tests of proportions.
Next, we use a logistic regression framework to examine the bivariate relationship between respondent’s age and each of our four
overall indicators (i.e., overall indicators of question sensitivity and
construction problems for both respondents and interviewers). We
analyze respondent age first as a categorical predictor (i.e., 18–35,
36–65, and 65+), and then as a continuous, mean-centered variable.
We then use a logistic regression framework to examine the bivariate
relationship between each of our four overall indicators and respondent education, interviewer tenure, interviewer sex, and interviewer
within-survey experience. Finally, we estimate four multivariate logistic regression models, each one predicting whether or not one of
our four overall indicators occurred. In these multivariate models, we
include all respondent and interviewer characteristics as predictors.
With one exception (footnoted in the Results section), none of our bivariate results change in these multivariate models.

Results
Indicators of Question Sensitivity
The first two columns of Table 1 present overall proportions of occurrence and standard errors for each behavior-coded variable in this
study. The top path of Fig. 2 displays a tree diagram of respondent
behaviors indicating problems with the SIQ’s sensitivity. First, 1.8%
of respondents refused to answer the SIQ at some point during the
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Fig. 2 Tree Diagram of Coded Respondent Behaviors

interaction, even if they ultimately provided an answer. For indicators
that respondents perceived the SIQ to be intrusive, 3.4% of respondents commented that the question was sensitive (e.g., “Wow. We’re
getting personal now huh?”) or off-topic (“Like, what does that have
to do with leisure?”). The majority of these comments were made by
heterosexual respondents (63.3% of the comments), however, 16.7%
of these comments were made by respondents who ultimately refused
to answer the question, and 16.7% were made by respondents who
never provided an acceptable answer due to the interviewer’s failure
to probe. Only 1 respondent who self-identified as bisexual (3.3% of
the comments) commented that the question was intrusive, while no
respondents self-identifying as gay or lesbian made such a comment.
This indicates that respondents who identify as LGB generally have
no trouble with the intrusiveness of the SIQ.
Only a small proportion of respondents expressed backlash to the
SIQ. Few respondents (0.7%) made references to religion in connection with the SIQ, with some indicating that they are “what the good
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Fig. 3 Tree Diagram of Coded Interviewer Behaviors

Lord made [them] to be.” 1.2% of respondents made explicit comments about being uncomfortable with homosexuality (e.g., “[I’m]
not involved in all this gay activities. I don’t even want to hear none
about that.”). Overall, these backlash comments were made exclusively by heterosexual respondents (53.8% of the comments) and respondents who never provided an acceptable answer (46.2%). None
of the respondents expressing backlash refused to answer the SIQ.
Overall, 5.1% of respondents expressed at least one of our three indicators of question sensitivity (i.e., refusal to answer, intrusiveness,
or backlash).
We find that interviewers express some indication of sensitivity
(i.e., rapport-building behaviors) in 5.3% of the cases. These behaviors are displayed graphically in the top path of Fig. 3. In a few cases
(0.7%) interviewers blame the researcher for having to ask the question (e.g., “They make us. I have to hear you say it.”). In only 0.3% of
cases, interviewers apologized for the question topic. Next, in 0.4%
of cases, interviewers offered the DK/REF response option to the respondent (e.g., “All you have to do is say skip it, I can move on.”).
The most common indicator of interviewers’ sensitivity to the SIQ
was a failure to probe unacceptable answers, occurring in 40 cases
(4.5%). For example, after a respondent answered “I’m normal,” the
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interviewer replied with “What uh, what, what uh, your, your uh, uh
[laughter] uh never mind let me just skip this one here,” and moved
on to the next question. This finding implies that for these 40 cases
that were not properly probed, interviewers should not have been
able to code respondents’ answers, but still did. Of these 40 cases,
interviewers classified 20 respondents as heterosexual, 1 as bisexual, 3 as “Other”, and 16 as DK/REF. As mentioned in the Data AND
Methods section, we also find that interviewers failed to administer the SIQ in four cases (not included in our main analysis). In each
of these four cases, the respondent expressed backlash in the question preceding the SIQ, which asked the respondent about the sex of
their spouse or partner.

Indicators of Question Construction
As shown in Table 1, in 9.8% of our cases, respondents exhibited at
least one indicator of difficulty with the construction of the SIQ (bottom path of Fig. 2). These expressions generally came from heterosexual respondents (67.1% of the comments) or respondents who never
provided an acceptable answer (29.6%), though a small proportion
came from respondents who refused to answer the SIQ (2.2%) or bisexual respondents (1.1%). Respondents self-identifying as gay or lesbian did not express any trouble with the SIQ’s construction.
Few respondents (0.2%) expressed concern that they had answered
this question in the previous item about marriage. This indicates that
respondents generally had no trouble with the placement of the SIQ after a question asking about relationship status and the gender of their
partner. When examining respondents’ confusion with the definition
of words in the SIQ, we find that 2.1% of respondents expressed confusion about the difference between heterosexual and straight. Few
respondents (0.6%) confused sexual identity with sexual behavior.
For example, these individuals sometimes expressed a lack of sexual
desire at older ages (e.g., “At this point, I’m non-sexual at my … old
age.”). Other respondents (0.8%) confused sexual identity and gender (e.g., “I’m all woman, sweetheart.”), and 1.2% of respondents expressed confusion about the definition of any word in the question
(e.g., “There’s so many different meanings on anything”). We also
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find that several respondents were confused about the appropriate response option. 1.9% of respondents answered with a positive answer
(e.g., “yes”) instead of a response option, and 4.2% of respondents
answered this question with a negation (e.g., “no”).
Overall, indicators of respondent problems with question construction (M = 9.8%) occur 4.7 percentage points more often than indicators of problems with question sensitivity (M = 5.1%), a statistically
significant difference (z = –3.77; p < .001). This indicates that although some respondents do find the SIQ sensitive, more deviations
from paradigmatic interactions are caused by the SIQ’s construction.
Finally, when examining interviewers’ question asking behaviors
(bottom path of Fig. 3), we find that interviewers make minor changes
to question wording for 7.2% of respondents, and make major changes
for 3.9% of respondents. Additionally, for 4.8% of respondents (43
cases), interviewers added numbers to each of the response options in
the question stem. When interviewers added these numbers, respondents always gave an acceptable answer, indicating that this addition
may increase respondents’ understanding of the SIQ. Of the 43 respondents who received numbers with the SIQ’s response options, 35
(81.4%) answered using the words of the response option (e.g., “heterosexual or straight”); all 35 of these respondents self-identified as
heterosexual. The remaining eight respondents (18.6%) answered using the number of the response option (e.g., “I’m one”). One of these
eight respondents self-identified as a sexual minority, and the rest indicated that they were heterosexual.
Similar to respondents, interviewers’ indicators of problems with
question construction (M = 11.8%) occur 6.5 percentage points more
often than indicators of problems with question sensitivity (M =
5.3%), a statistically significant difference (z = –4.99; p < .001). We
see that interviewers’ interaction problems on the SIQ caused by question wording outnumber those caused by sensitivity. We do note, however, that these interviewer question construction behaviors (e.g., adding numbers to the SIQ’s response options) may have improved data
quality by helping respondents to provide accurate, codable answers.
Interviewer behaviors indicating problems with question sensitivity
(e.g., failure to probe unacceptable answers), while less prevalent, are
more likely to harm data quality.
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Indicators of Question Sensitivity or Construction
Several of our indicators do not uniquely signal problems with the
SIQ’s sensitivity or construction. First, 2.9% of respondents indicated
that they were uncertain of their answer. It is unclear if these expressions of uncertainty are due to confusion with question construction
or because respondents are uncertain of their own sexuality. For example, many respondents indicated that their answer was “probably
heterosexual” or “straight, I guess.” One interpretation of these answers is that respondents are sure of their own sexual identity, but
they are unsure that they have mapped that identity onto the correct
response option. Another interpretation is that respondents are unsure of their own sexuality. Hedging phrases such as “probably” or “I
guess” may be expressing some degree of uncertainty or sexual fluidity not being captured by the question’s response options.
Among the indicators of dis-identification, we find that a small
percentage of respondents (0.9%) answered the question in terms
of what they or not (e.g., “I’m not gay.”). The most prominent indicator of dis-identification was respondents expressing that they were
fully straight (4.2%). Respondents used phrases that ranged from “I’m
definitely straight” to “Strictly dickly here.” 1.5% of respondents answered using heteronormative language, with most saying “I’m normal” to indicate straight.
Respondents’ and interviewers’ paralinguistic expressions may indicate either discomfort with the topic of the SIQ, or trouble understanding and responding to the question. Overall, 5.0% of respondents stuttered, 15.2% made filler disfluencies such as “uh” or “um”,
and 12.5% laughed. Interviewers stuttered for 3.5% of respondents,
made filler disfluencies for 12.7% of respondents, and laughed for
9.1% of respondents.
Overall, we find that in 31.6% of cases, the respondent or the interviewer expressed some behavior indicating problems with the SIQ’s
sensitivity or construction (excluding paralinguistic expressions). This
summary statistic demonstrates that when aggregating our individual
indicators, sensitivity and construction issues with the SIQ may affect
measurement of sexual identity for nearly one-third of respondents.
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Associations Between Respondent and Interviewer
Characteristics and Problems with the SIQ
We begin our bivariate analyses by examining the relationship between respondent age5 and indicators of sensitivity and construction
problems with the SIQ (Table 3). We find a significant linear effect
for three of our indicator groups: older respondents are more likely to
express indicators of sensitivity (t = 2.69, p < .05) and construction
problems (t = 3.94, p < .01), and have interviewer indicators of sensitivity (t = 3.04, p < .01). This indicates that, as hypothesized, older respondents are less likely to be comfortable answering questions about
their sexuality and less likely to be familiar with the terms used in an
SIQ. Additionally, interviewers likely react to older respondents’ sensitivity by engaging in additional rapport-building behaviors. Respondent age is not significantly associated with interviewers’ reactions
to the SIQ’s construction.
Next, interviewers are more likely to exhibit question sensitivity behaviors when respondents are less educated (F = 4.96, p < .05): these
interviewer behaviors occur for 7.5% of respondents with a high school
education or less, 6.4% of respondents with some college, but for only
2.9% of respondents with at least a college degree. Respondent indicators of sensitivity were not significantly associated with respondent
education. These results indicate that interviewers are more likely to
attempt to salvage rapport with less educated respondents when administering the SIQ, even though respondents’ sensitivity behavior is not associated with their education levels. We also find that respondents with
more education are less likely to have trouble with question construction (F = 5.12, p < .05). 13.6% of respondents with a high school education or less express issues with construction, compared to 9.0% of
respondents with some college, and 7.6% of respondents with at least
a college degree. Interestingly, interviewer construction-related behaviors were not associated with respondent education.
When examining interviewer characteristics (second half of Table
3), we find that experienced interviewers exhibit more problems with
the SIQ’s construction (e.g., changes to question wording) (26.7%)
5 Questions asking respondents about their age and education were administered before the
SIQ in our questionnaire. Thus, interviewers knew these respondent characteristics when
asking the SIQ.
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Table 3 Indicators of Sensitivity and Construction Problems by Respondent and Interviewer Characteristics
Sensitivity: R
Mean

(SE)

Sensitivity: I’wer
F/t

Mean

(SE)

Construction: R
F/t

Mean

(SE)

Construction: I’wer
F/t

Mean

(SE)

F/t

R characteristics
R age
18–35
1.2% (0.9%)		
1.8% (1.0%)		
3.0% (1.2%)		
15.0% (4.2%)
36–65
6.4% (0.9%)		
4.9% (1.0%)		
8.9% (1.6%)		
11.5% (3.7%)
66+
5.4% (1.4%) 2.55 8.1% (2.0%) 2.81
15.9% (2.8%) 6.68** 10.5% (4.0%)
1.61
Linear effect			 2.69*			 3.04**			 3.94**			 –1.22
R education
HS or less
4.3% (1.1%)		
7.5% (1.4%)		
13.6% (1.8%)		
12.2% (3.7%)
Some college
3.4% (1.4%)		
6.4% (1.7%)		
9.0% (1.9%)		
9.8% (3.5%)
College+
6.8% (1.1%) 1.81 2.9% (0.9%) 4.96* 7.6% (1.3%) 5.12* 12.9% (4.5%) 0.36
Interviewer characteristics
Interviewer tenure
< = 1 year
5.6% (0.6%)		
> 1 year
3.9% (1.1%) 1.39
Interviewer sex
Male
5.4% (0.8%)		
Female
4.7% (0.8%) 0.40
Within-survey experience
First half
4.1% (0.8%)		
Second half
6.2% (0.9%) 1.67

4.5%
7.3%

(0.8%)		
(2.0%) 2.08

10.0%
9.5%

(1.1%)		
(2.1%) 0.04

6.6% (1.7%)
26.7% (11.3%)

6.0%
4.2%

(1.3%)		
(0.8%) 1.58

10.9%
8.4%

(1.5%)		
(1.3%) –1.28

12.1% (5.9%)
11.5% (3.3%) –0.08

4.3%
6.2%

(1.0%)		
(1.0%) 1.61

9.5%
10.1%

(1.4%)		
(1.1%) 0.40

10.9% (3.6%)
12.8% (4.4%)

* p < .05 ; ** p < .01 ; *** p < .001

compared to inexperienced interviewers (6.6%; F = 6.58, p < .05).
This difference indicates that more experienced interviewers may be
more likely to repair the wording of the SIQ to make it more understandable. We also find that interviewer sex and within-survey experience6 were not significantly related to respondent or interviewer expressions regarding the SIQ’s sensitivity or construction.

Discussion
In this study, we perform interaction-based behavior coding on a telephone administration of a question asking about respondents’ sexual identity. This is the first study to our knowledge that explores the
6 These results change in a multivariate context. Using a logistic regression model to control
for all other respondent and interviewer characteristics, we find that interviewers administering the second half of their WLT2 cases are more likely to engage in rapport-building,
sensitivity behaviors than those administering the first half (coef. = .527, p < .05).

6.58*

0.60
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interaction between respondents and interviewers on an SIQ in a field
study. We have four main takeaway points.
First, we find that some respondents conveyed concerns about the
sensitivity of the SIQ. These concerns generally took the form of comments about the intrusive/ sensitive nature of the question. Such behaviors may signal respondents’ uneasiness with being asked about
a personal topic, but these comments might also be driven by an underlying discomfort with homosexuality and bisexuality (i.e., a form
of backlash). Further research is needed to disentangle the possible
motivations behind these comments about intrusiveness. Other respondents explicitly expressed anti-LGB backlash in the form of comments about their discomfort with homosexuality. Overall, 1.8% of
our respondents refused to answer the question, a rate comparable to
Ridolfo et al. (2012). These indicators of problems with the SIQ’s sensitivity generally came from older respondents; thus, these behaviors
may reflect generational differences in attitudes towards LGB individuals that might disappear over time.
Second, we find behaviors indicating that some interviewers also
experience the SIQ as sensitive. This sensitivity was rarely expressed
in the form of explicit comments about the SIQ (e.g., apologizing to the
respondent for having to administer the SIQ). Rather, interviewers engaged in actions that limited the amount of time they spent interacting with the respondent on the SIQ. In 4.5% of cases, interviewers did
not probe unacceptable respondent answers, but still coded final answers (i.e., interviewers potentially recorded incorrect sexual identities
in these cases). A further four survey respondents were omitted from
our analysis altogether because the interviewer skipped administration of the SIQ, but still coded a final answer for these respondents. Although these interviewer behaviors occurred in a relatively small number of cases, sexual minority individuals represent a small proportion
of the population. Thus, interviewers intentionally misclassifying respondents in these ways may have serious implications for sample estimates of LGB respondents in telephone surveys.
We recommend that survey administrators better train interviewers to administer SIQs. Specifically, these results provide a collection
of respondent behaviors that interviewers can expect to encounter
when administering an SIQ. Interviewers can be trained to properly
react to each of these behaviors in a way that continues the survey
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interview. For example, when respondents comment that a question
is off-topic or sensitive, or refuse to answer the question, interviewers can inform respondents that the question is for demographic purposes, and reinforce the survey agency’s promise of privacy and/or
confidentiality. Armed with this knowledge, interviewers may be less
likely to avoid interacting with respondents on this question. Future
work is needed to test whether such a strategy improves measurement with a telephone-administered SIQ.
Third, we find that respondent and interviewer behaviors indicating problems with the SIQ’s construction were more prevalent than
behaviors indicating concern over sensitivity. For example, some respondents expressed confusion over definitions of the response options in the SIQ, especially the difference between heterosexual and
straight. Thus, we provide field evidence in support of previous researchers’ calls to remove “heterosexual” from the response options
of SIQs (e.g., Miller and Ryan 2011).
We also find that respondents sometimes interpret the SIQ as a
yes/no question. To combat this confusion, it seems that interviewers
sometimes change the wording of the SIQ by speaking numeric labels
before each response option. In our survey, this change ensured that
all respondents gave an acceptable answer. Interviewers with more
time on the job were more likely to change their reading of the SIQ
from the wording in the questionnaire. Thus, these interviewers may
be relying on their experience administering the SIQ to help respondents better understand the question.
Fourth and finally, we identify several indicators that do not
uniquely identify problems with the SIQ’s sensitivity or construction.
Several respondents elaborate on their answer to the SIQ with some
degree of uncertainty (e.g., “I’m straight, I guess.”) Additionally, respondent indicators of dis-identification could signal that respondents
are either distancing themselves from the LGB identity, or dis-identifying from the LGB identity because being “not gay” is more salient
than their heterosexual identity. Future research on this topic should
ask interviewers to probe these responses to help disentangle the substantive meaning of these comments.
Based on this collection of evidence and previous research (e.g.,
Miller & Ryan 2011; Ridolfo et al. 2011, 2012; Dahlhamer et al. 2014),
we propose a new interviewer-administered SIQ for testing: “Do you
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consider yourself to be one, lesbian or gay, two, straight, that is not lesbian or gay, three, bisexual, or four, something else?” We believe that
this will reduce respondent confusion over differences between the response options, may prevent respondents from prematurely answering with unacceptable positive (e.g., “yes”) or negative (e.g., “no”) answers, and may also reduce unacceptable dis-identification answers
(e.g., “I’m not gay”). However, future research is needed to examine the measurement and data quality implications of this new SIQ
construction.
This study is not without limitations. We have no benchmark data
against which our present findings might be compared. These results
would be strengthened by analyzing similar variables for non-sensitive questions (e.g., do interviewers incorrectly code respondent answers to non-sensitive questions at the same rate as the SIQ?). Additionally, we did not have access to several respondent and interviewer
characteristics that may have been associated with our variables of interest. Variables such as respondents’ religion or political affiliation,
or interviewers’ age should be investigated in future studies to better understand why respondents and interviewers might be exhibiting these behaviors.
Overall, this study presents several insights into the administration
of an SIQ that would not have been possible using traditional methods that analyze patterns of response (e.g., item nonresponse rates)
or use cognitive interviews. We find that nearly one-third of our respondents experience problems with the sensitivity or construction
of the SIQ, and these problems come from both the interviewers and
the respondents themselves. Administrators of telephone surveys can
use these results to prepare their interviewers for respondent concerns about the SIQ’s sensitivity. Questionnaire designers can use respondent and interviewer behaviors regarding question construction
to revise the SIQ. Application of these findings will ensure that collection of sexual identity information via telephone surveys is not only
feasible, but efficient and effective.
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